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In the case of one-dimensional Galerkin methods the phenomenon of super-
convergence at the knots is already known for years [5,7]. In this paper, a 
minor kind of superconvergence at specific points inside the segments of the 
partition is discussed for two classes of Galerkin methods: the Ritz-Galerkin 
method for 2m-th order self-adjoint boundary problems and the collocation 
method for arbitrary m-th order boundary problems. These interior points are 
the zeros of the Jacobi polynomial Pm'm(cr) shifted to the segments of the 
n 
partition; n = k+l -2m, where k is the degree of the finite element space. 
The order of convergence at these points is k+2, one order better than the 
optimal order of convergence. Also, it can be proved that the derivative of 
the finite element solution is superconvergent of O(hk+l) at the zeros of 
the Jacobi polynomial P::!,m-l(cr) shifted to the segments of the partition. 
This is one order better than the optimal order of convergence for the deri-
vative. 
KEYWORDS & PHRASES: GaZePkin methods, coZZocation methods, finite element 
method, supePconvePgence, Jacobi poZynomiaZs 
*) This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere, 

I • INTRODUCTION 
We consider the two-point boundary problem 
-(p(x)y')' + q(x)y = f(x), x E [-1,+I] = I; 
(I. I) 
y(± I) = O, 
where p(x) > 0, q(x) ~ 0 and f(x) are sufficiently smooth. Let 
( I. 2) 
11 = { - I = XO < x I < ••• < ~ = I } ; 
xj =-I+ hj; 
I.=[x. 1,x.], J J- J 
j = O, •.. ,N; h = 
j = I, ••• ,N 
2/N; 
be a uniform partion of I and define ~,0(/1) by 
( I. 3) 
where for any interval E, Pk(E) denotes the space of polynomials of degree 
k restricted to E. Then the finite element approximation YE ~'O(l1) of y 
is determined by 
(I. 4) (pY',V') + (qY,V) = (f,V), VE ~'O(l1), 
where(,) denotes the L2 (I) inner product. It has the following convergence 
properties [7] 
l = 0,1; 
(1.5) 
j = I, ... ,N-1, 
where c1 and c2 are positive constants and where 
l 








l = 1, .•. ,k-1; j = 1, ••• ,N, 
where 0 1, ••. ,crk-l are the zeros of Pk(cr), Pk(o) the k-th degree Legendre 
polynomial. This is one order better than the optimal error bound which is 
of O(hk+l). 
It is this phenomenon of so-called interior superconvergence on which 
we will concentrate our attention. In the next two sections, we will treat 
two classes of finite element methods where this occurs: the Ritz-Galerkin 
and the collocation method [8]. Also, we will use that superconvergence to 
give a new proof of the superconvergence of the derivative at other Gaussian 
points [6]. 
(1. 8) 
Before that, we give some definitions we need throughout this paper. 
For any E c I and m ~ 0, we define 
m l l ½ llvll = [ I (D v,D v) 2 J ; 
Hm(E) l=O L (E) 
m 
llnlvll llvll = I . 
ifl(E) "" 
, 
l=O L (E) 
ifl(E) l L00 (E), l o, ... ,m}; = {v ID v E = 




N m l l 1 
= [·}: }: (D v,D v) 2 ] 2 ; 
j=l l=O L (I.) 
J 
= max 




Finally, throughout this paper, C, c1, etc. will be positive constants, not 
the same at each occurrence. 
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2. THE RITZ~~ALERKIN METHOD 
Consider the 2m-th order two-point boundary problem 
Lu -
(2. I) 
m l l l L (-1) D [pl(x)D u] = f(x), 
l=O 
X E I; 
,e. 
D u(±l) = O, l = o, ... ,m-1, 
where p0 , .•• ,pm and fare sufficiently smooth in x. We assume that there 
exists some C > 0 with the property 
B (v, v) 2 m 2 ell vii ; V E HO (I); m 
(2. 2) 
m l l B(u,v) I m = (plD u,D v); u,v E H0 (I); 
l=O 
in other words, B(,) is strongly coercive. 
For som,e partition /::, of I defined by (I .2) and some integer k 2 2m-1, 
we define the finite element space 
(2.3) 
The solution u of (2. 1) can be approximated in M~'m(!::,) by the solution 
U of the weak Galerkin form 
(2.4) B (U , V) = ( f , V) , 
The error function e = u -Uhas the bounds [2,4] 
l=O, .•. ,m; 
(2. 5) 
2r 
Ch llullk+l' l = o, ... ,m-1; j = l,~ .. ,N-1; 
r = k + I - m. 
4 
What we want to prove is the fact that inside each segment I. there 
exist n = k+ 1 - 2m distinct and specific points where le(x) I is ~f O(hk+2), 
one order better than the optimal order of convergence. This is, of course, 
only true, if n ~ 1 or k ~ 2m. These points are shown to be the zeros of the 
Jacobi polynomial Pm,m(o), which will be introduced in the next section. 
n 
2. 1. The Jacobi polynomial 
The Jacobi polynomial P0 ' 8 (o) is defined by Rodrigues' formula [1] as 
n 
n ~ O; 
(2.6) 
a,B > -1; 
where Aa,B is some normalizing factor, e.g. such that P0 ' 8 (1) = 1 or 
Pa,B(l)n= a) ( a) - . n ( 1 +a) ( 1 +-2 . . • 1 + - • It has the important property n n ; 
(2. 7) ,, ( a,8 a,8) = u • • wP • , P • , 
l.J l. l. 
0 ~ i,j, 
where o •• is the Kronecker symbol. 
l.J 
From now on, we are only interested in the case that a= 8 = m, where 
mis some nonnegative integer. In that case, we replace the double super-
script m,m by the single superscript m. . 
LEMMA 1. Let the linear interpolation TI: Cm-l(I) + P 2 1(I) be determined n+ m-
by 
l = o, ... ,m-1 
(2. 8) 
m m (Ilf)(o. ) = f(o. ), 
l.n l.n 
i = 1, ••• ,n 
!+1 and let the integral _1 f(o)do be approximated by the quadrature formula 
1 1 
(2. 9) f f (o) do ,;, J (Ilf)(o) do 
-1 -1 
Then (2.9) is exact if f E P2r-l (I), with r = m+n. 
PROOF. From (2.8), it follows that there exists a function g(cr) such that 
(2. 10) f(cr) - (Ilf)(cr) = (I-cr2)~m(cr)g(cr). 
n 
From (2.7), we know that 
(2. I I) if g e: P n- l (I) , 
which completes the proof. D 
Elaboration of (2.10) gives the formula 
(2. I 2) 
with 
+I ( 1-cr2) m Pm(cr) 
J 
n 
'1>. (cr) dcr; '1>. (cr) w. = = 1. 1. 1. m 2 m d m 
-1 (cr-cr. ) [ (1-cr ) d P (cr) J 1.n cr n m 
(2. 13) 
+l 
e_u = I 'l' li (cr) dcr ; 'l' li e: Pk (I) ; 
-1 
'!' 0 • (cr~) = O; l = O, ••• ,m-1; i = 1,2; .(..1. Jn 






The approximation error of (2.9) is RmnD2rf(~), where Rmn depends on m and 
n only and where~ lies inside I. 
In -the next section, we will use (2.9) - (2.12) to establish super-
convergence of O(hk+2) at the Jacobi points. 
2.2. Superconvergence at Jacobi points 




(2. 14) B (e~, V) = 0, 
For k ;::: 2m, WE~ define for any I. the n-dimensional subspace s0 (Ij) of 
~,m(~) by J 
0 
(2. 15) 
For s0 (Ij)' a basis can be constructed, consisting of the Lagrangian poly-
nomials ~.(x) defined by 
l. 
(2. 16) ~. (x) = <fl. ( 1 + 2 (x-x.) /h) , 
l. l. J 
where <fl. is defined by (2. 13). 
l. 
1. = 1, ... ,n, 
If we apply (2. 14) to ~., we obtain after partial integration 
l. 
m l-1 x 
(e,,L~.) = I I [(-l)v+lDl-v-le(x)Dv(pl(x)Dl~.(x))J j ' (2.17) 
1. l=l v=O 1. xj-1 
We now define the interior nodal points ~jl by 
1. = 1, ..• ,n. 
(2. 18) 
where crln 1.s the l-th zero of P:(cr) , . as defined in § 2. 1. 
Application of (2.12) to (2.17) gives 
(2. 19) 
1. = 1, ... ,n. 
where Rmn depends on m and n only. If we multiply both sides of (2.19) by 
2m-1 
2h and apply formula (2.5), we have 
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(2.20) 
On the other hand, if we apply quadrature rule (2.9) to the inner product 
(2.21) 
we find that 
(2.22) :,;; ChZk+ZH<j> L<j>.U :,;; Ch2 
l 1. w2r (I.) ' 
J 
which means that (h2mw,e.L<l>i(~jl)) is an O(h2) perturbation of a positive 
definite matrix whose entries are of 0(1). From this, it easily follows 
that the entries of (w.e.L<l>i(~jl)h2m)-l are of 0(1). This completes the proof 
of 
m k+l Zr . 
THEOREM 1. Let u E H0 (I) n H (I) n w (~) be the soiut~on of (2,1) and Let 
U E Mt'm(8) be the solution of (2.4). Then e = u - U has the bounds (2.5) and 
the additional bound 
(2. 23) j = 1, ••• ,N; l = 1, ••• ,n, 
where ~jl is defined by (2.18) D 
We can use the local convergence properties (2.5) and (2.23) to esta-
blish superconvergence properties of De at interior points of I .• To that 
end, we define the projection ITA: Hm(I)k n Hk+l(I) + Mk'm(8) byJ 
u O 0 
(Il8u)(~jl) = u(~jl); j = 1, ••• ,N; l = 1, ••• ,n; 
(2. 24) 
l l 
D (IT8u)(xj) = D u(xj), j = 1 , ••• , N-1 ; l = 0, ••• , m-1 • 
8 
Then on any Ij, u - rr6u has the representation 
(2.25) 
X • = ½{x . } + X . ) ; 
J J- J 
where E.(x) and E!(x) have bounds depending on j only. This property can be 
J J 
proved by expanding u and rr6u as Taylor series around xj. 
Differentiating (2.25), we obtain 
(2.26) 
From [1], we know that 
m d m-1 P (o) = A - P (o)· n mn do n+l ' 
(2.27) 




ID(u - rr6u) (x) I = O(h ) , 
(2.28) 
j = 1, ••• ,N; l = 1, ••• ,n+l 
Consider now U-II6u. From (2.5), (2.23) and (2.24), we can conclude 
that 
(2.29) nu II II -< C(u)hk+2• - flu oo 
L (I) 
From (2. 26) - (2. 27), one easily proves 
THEOREM 2. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 ho"lds. Then e(x) has the ad.di-
tiona"l bound 
(2.30) 
where njl is defined by (2.28). This is one order better than the optimal 
order of aonvergenae for e'(x). D 
2.3. Quadrature rules 
9 
Without giving proofs, we state that all the local convergence proper-
ties from the Theorems 1 and 2 are preserved whenever(,) is replaced by 
some approximating quadrature (,)h which is of O(hq), q ~ 2r, i.e. 
q ~ 2r. 
Examples are the extended r-point Gauss-Legendre rule or the extended (r+l)-
point Lobatto rule. 
3. COLLOCATION METHODS 
(3.1) 
We consider them-th order boundary problem 
m-1 . 
Lu(x) = Dmu(x) + l. p.(x)D1 u(x) = f(x), 
i=O 1 
l = 1, ••• ,m, 
X € I; 
where p0 , ••• ,pm-l and fare sufficiently smooth functions and where s1, .•• 
••• ,S are continuous linear functionals over Cm-l(I). We note that the 
m 
functions p0 , ••• ,pm-l and f and the operator Lare not the same as in the 
previous chapter. We assume that (3.1) has a unique solution and that s1, ••• 
••• ,S are linearly independent over P 1(1) = ker(Dm). m m-
Let /J. be a partition of I defined by (1.2). Then, for k ~ 2m- 1, we 
km _define the finite element space s O' (/J.) by 
sk,m(/J.) = {VIV€ ci;- l (I) ; Ve: Pk(Ij), j = 1, ••• ,N}; 0 
(3.2) 
Cm-I (I) = {v I ye: cm-I (I); 0 Sl[vJ = o, l = 1 , ••• , m}. 
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The collocation solution U E S~'m(t.) of (3.1) is defined as follows. 
For r = k + 1 - m, we define the collocation points zjl by 
(3.3) 
0 0 
where {crlr} are the zeros of the r-th degree Legendre polynomial Pr(o). Then 
U is determinE~d by the linear system 
(3. 4) J = 1, •.. ,N; l = 1, ... ,r. 
The error function e = u -Uhas the bounds [5] 
llellll:,; k+1-l l Ch llullk+ 1, = 0, ... , m; 
(3.5) 
l C(u)h2r, l O, ••• ,N. ID -e(x.) I :,; = o, ... ,m-1; J = 
J 
In order to establish superconvergence at interior points of I. [8], we 
recall then-dimensional subspace s0 (Ij) of S~'m(t.) defined by (2.1~). For 
any V E s0 (Ij), we have, if we put pm(x) _ 1, 
(3 .6) T (e, L LV) 
T where the operator L is defined by 
(3. 7) 
T ID l l 
L v = l (-1) D (plv) 
l=O 
If we apply the quadrature rule (2.9) to the left hand side of (3.6), we 
have 
(3. 8) 
T 2r+1 2r T 
= i(e,L LV) + R h D (eL LV) (~EI.), 
mn J 
where R depends on m and n only. 
mn 
If we apply the r-point Gauss-Legendre rule to the first term of the 
richt hand side of (3.6), we obtain 
(3.9) 
2r+l 2r = (Le,LV) + S h D (LeLV)(~EI.). 
mn J 
11 
where S depends on m and n only. In virtue of (3.4), the left hand side of 
mn 
(3. 9) is identically zero. If we combine (3. 7) - (3. 9) and apply it for 
the Lagrangian basis functions~- of s0 (IJ.) as defined by (2.15), we get 
. . . 2m-1 1. 
after multu1pl1cat1on by 2h 
(3. 1 O) 
i = 1, .•. ,n. 
Analog to (2.22), we can prove that 
(3. 11) 
which means that, for sufficiently small h, the matrix (wfLTL~i(~jl)) is an 
O(h2) perturbation o~ the positive definite matrix (2hZm- (L~i'L~l), whose 
eigenvalues and entries are of 0(1). This implies that the entries of 
T 2m -1 
(wlL L~i(~jl)h ) are of 0(1). 
m-1 2r • THEOREM 3. Let u E c0 (I) n W (A) be the solut~on of (3. 1) and let 
U E S~'m(A) be the solution of (3.4). Then e(x) = u(x) - U(x) has the bounds 
(3.5) plus the bounds 
(3.12) 
ID ( )I ~ C(u)hk+l, e njl 
j = 1, ••• ,N; l = I, ••• ,n; 
j = 1, ••• ,N; l = 1, ••• ,n+l, 
12 
where ~jl and njl are given by (2.19) and (2.28), respectively. 
PROOF. The first part of (3.12) was already established by (3.9) - (3.11). 
The second part is proved analog to Theorem 2. D 
REMARK. RUSSELL and CHRISTIANSEN [8] also gave a proof of (3.12); they proved 






2 a = - (x-x . ) - 1 
h J-1 
2 m_m m which can be shown to be equal to (1-cr) P' (cr) up to a constant factor. n 
The proof of this equality can be given by using formula (2.6) with a.=8=0 
and elaborating the integral (3.13) which gives the desired result. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, it was proved for two classes of Galerkin methods that 
superconvergence also occurs outside the knots of the partition, albeit in 
a more modest form. Its existence can easily be proved for other classes of 
problems which are solved by the Ritz-Galerkin or the collocation method. 
Examples are nonlinear two-point boundary problems and parabolic equations 
in one space variable [4]. 
The interior superconvergence is especially important if the finite 
~ 
element space is of degree 2m, because the order of convergence at x. is 
J 
then the same as at x .• 
J 
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